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Abstract

1.

Data transfers scheduling process is an important part
of almost all distributed virtual walkthrough applications
because of network restrictions. The restrictions can be
reduced using multi-resolution data representation, download priority determination and data prefetching algorithms. Advanced priority determination and prefetching methods use mathematic description of motion to
predict next position of a user. In the case of sudden
but regular changes in user motion direction, these algorithms are not sufficient to predict future position with
required accuracy and at required distance. The main
contribution of this thesis is a location-aware data transfers scheduling method which solves also such cases. The
proposed scheme exploits results of next location prediction methods to compute the download priority or additionally prefetch data needed to render a scene in advance.
Experiments show that the proposed scheduling method
outperforms the state-of-the-art motion functions in both
data transfer efficiency and rendered image quality.

Imagine a mobile application which renders a 3D scene
such as foreign city or large landscape. The data for rendering the scene is downloaded from network via mobile
data connection. A user of such application is exploring
these places and is moving towards the points of interest
or is moving all around. In this thesis, a new method
is proposed to increase rendered image quality and data
transfers efficiency for users of such applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Figure 1: Google Street view1 (left), Waze2 (center) and Sony 3D car navigation system3 (right)
are examples of modern distributed virtual walkthrough applications.

I.3.2 [Graphics Systems]: Distributed/network graphics
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Introduction

Today’s most popular and widely used distributed virtual walkthrough applications are e.g. Google Street View
(see Figure 1) or intelligent navigations such as AUDI A4,
BMW, Waze or Sony.

Advances in computing and graphic performance of current mobile and embedded devices, the explosive growth
of market with these devices and various digital media
data archives created commercially or community contributed, can further increase the potential and usage of
distributed virtual walkthrough applications. Compared
to desktop computers, the content provided by these devices can be associated with richer context, such as location, weather, traffic, etc. Knowledge of user location is
the key feature of distributed virtual walkthrough applications designed to run on mobile devices. Typical applications exploiting the knowledge of user location are
e.g. augmented reality devices such as LifeClipper, Nokia
City Lens, or predictive 3D visualization and navigation
system AIDA.

1

http://google.com/streetview
http://www.waze.com/
3
http://www.itmedia.co.jp/lifestyle/articles/0404/06/
news073.html
2
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The main bottleneck of distributed virtual walkthrough
applications is network connection. Data transfers scheduling algorithms can reduce the impact of these restrictions with the help of multi-resolution data representation, priority determination and data prefetching algorithms. State-of-the-art scheduling algorithms for distributed virtual walkthrough applications use mathematic
description of motion to predict next motion of each individual user. Unfortunately, these methods predict accurately only near future positions, and their accuracy decreases also in the case of sudden changes in user motion
direction. For networks with higher latency, low bandwidth or just for fast moving user a prediction method
with higher accuracy and capable to predict farther positions is needed to keep both data transfers efficiency and
rendered image quality high.
This thesis proposes a new location-aware data transfers
scheduling algorithm which exploits next location prediction methods to increase both data transfers efficiency and
rendered image quality compared to the state-of-the art
motion functions. The algorithm is based on two key insights. First, next location prediction methods have much
higher prediction accuracy compared to motion functions.
Second, next location prediction methods can be adaptively constructed according to the multi-resolution data
representation. This feature allows the scheduling algorithm to prefetch missing data (scene parts) at specified
resolution as is required by a rendering algorithm.
The proposed method is based on two key insights. First,
next location prediction methods have much higher prediction accuracy compared to motion functions. Second,
next location prediction methods can be adaptively constructed according to the multi-resolution data representation. This feature allows the scheduling algorithm to
prefetch missing scene parts at specified resolution as is
required by the rendering algorithm.
The main goal of this thesis is to design a systematic solution for scheduling of data transfers for distributed virtual walkthrough applications which is based on locationaware prediction scheme. The proposed solution keeps
both data transfers efficiency and rendered image quality
as high as possible. Consequently, the main contribution
of this thesis is the proposed complex prediction scheme
evaluated in pre-defined multi-resolution virtual environment. The proposed prediction scheme can be characterized as follows:

• exploits next location prediction methods
• is adaptive according to multi-resolution data representation
• solves the case when no trajectory pattern is found
• evaluates prediction queries within the client-server
environment

The scheduling algorithm proposed on the top of this prediction scheme is designed so that the prediction results is
used to keep both data transfers efficiency and rendered
image quality high.

2.

Data transfers scheduling

The main purpose of data transfers scheduling methods is
to identify and compute download priority of scene parts
which are required by a rendering algorithm to render the
scene.

2.1

Visibility determination

Data transfers scheduling methods widely use area of interest (AOI) determination algorithms [16], [10], [6], [12].
Instead of downloading complete scene, it is sufficient to
transfer only data in spherical area around an observer.
Objects inside this area can be regarded as objects from
potentially visible set (PVS) with high download priority. Wang et al.[21] additionally divide AOI to sections
with different download priority taking into account view
frustum and distance from the observer. The AOI based
scheduling methods are not suitable for more complex
scenes such as terrains. Marvie et al. [13] use PVS to
schedule data transfers for complex virtual scene divided
to cells by a regular grid. Download priority of PVS of
adjacent cells is determined by simple ray-casting method
based on last two viewpoints. The visibility determination is also used to eliminate transferring scene parts not
visible to an observer.

2.2

Motion function

Scheduling algorithms based on motion functions use vector representation of object motion, position and direction. Motion functions can be classified into linear and
nonlinear [19], which are more accurate than the linear
methods. Chim [6] proposes exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) motion prediction scheme which assigns different weights to past motion vectors where more
recent vectors have higher weights. CyberWalk [5] use the
EWMA scheme to achieve at least a minimum resolution
of the scene. Scheduling algorithm proposed in [20] selects
objects to be sent to client device based on integral of a
benefit measure along predicted path. The prediction is
made at server and is based on the assumption that once
a particular type of motion is started, it will continue in
the near future. This approach does not consider any
previous positions. A motion-aware approach which uses
state-of-the-art recursive motion function [19] for efficient
evaluation of continuous queries on 3D object databases
is described in [1]. The predicted positions here are used
to determine download priorities of progressively recorded
objects inside a virtual scene so that only exact portion
of each object will be downloaded based on the computed
priorities. In [17] an algorithm for speculative prefetching
of terrain tiles is presented. It predicts viewpoint motion by fitting a spline through a list of last positions so
the tiles that are predicted to become visible in the near
future can be prefetched in advance.

2.3

Next location prediction

Next location prediction (NLP) methods make the assumption that there is a certain regularity in the movement patterns so they are not completely random [9].
Only in [11] are mentioned advantages of NLP method
for virtual environments. Here, a hybrid method, where
a combination of a mouse motion prediction and NLP
based on statistical approach is used to reduce latency.
As the statistics are collected from zone to zone within
a scene divided by regular grid, the information about
continuous movement is lost.
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In [4] a simple Markov model is used to estimate transition
probabilities between adjacent cells based on movement
history database. In [8] is used Markov chain of order
m, which further increases prediction accuracy. Work [3]
and [8] cluster GPS data into frequently visited locations
(POI) [22]. Clustering to POIs is not suitable for DVW
applications, because granularity of requested prediction
for common rendering algorithms is much higher. Mixed
Markov-chain model [2] has been proposed to model behaviour of individual pedestrians as well as a group of
pedestrians with similar behaviour. It uses combination of
Markov chain and Hidden markov model (HMM) to construct the universal predictor. This approach has higher
quantity compared to stand-alone Markov chain based
methods, but the HMM method has high training complexity.

3.

Prediction for location-aware data transfers
scheduling

Location-aware prediction methods are based on the knowledge of users location history usually represented by sequences of visited locations. Analysis of history of these
sequences of locations can be used to construct predictors which are able to perform a next adjacent location
prediction for a moving user.
In walkthrough applications, the mobility of users is usually described by spatial trajectories represented by the
sequences of GPS coordinates. Such spatial trajectories
cannot be directly used as an input the next location prediction methods as they require a sequences of last visited
locations to perform the prediction.

3.1

Knowledge database

In the preprocessing step, the knowledge database is created from encoded sequences of locations which are discovered from input GPS trajectories. The locations here
are determined from rendering algorithm (variation of geometry clipmaps) used and data representation (elevation, texture and cartographic data tiles).
Each location is defined as a square bounded area called
location tile l[x,y] , where x, y ∈ Z≥0 are indices into a
discrete 2D space of location tiles. The borders of each
location tile are determined from the smallest data tile
representation. As the size of the location tiles (covered
area of elevation points) can be determined from the size
of the smallest data tile, the input GPS trajectories can
be transformed to a sequence of location tiles. Each GPS
trajectory is projected using Mercator projection into the
discrete 2D space of location tiles so that each [lat, lng]
pair is projected to some location tile l[x,y] . Afterwards,
each GPS trajectory t can be encoded using a continuous
sequence of location tiles:
T = l[x,y]0 l[x,y]1 ...l[x,y]m−1

(1)

where T is the projected trajectory, l[x,y]0 l[x,y]1 ...l[x,y]m−1
is a sequence of location tiles, m is length of the projected
trajectory and x, y ∈ Z≥0 . The projection of the input
GPS trajectories is done at various resolution of the 2D
space of location tiles which allows the later proposed next
location prediction methods to be performed at selected
resolution thus allowing to compute priority or prefetch
data tiles at particular resolution. Each trajectory T is
further encoded by chain code of eight directions [7] to
efficient storage, and fast evaluation of prediction queries.
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From the encoded trajectories, the local movement patterns are determined to solve satisfactorily a movement
prediction during a long time movement runs. Instead of
remembering the movement from the beginning, the local
movement pattern allows to exploit only several past locations which are potentially more important for the prediction. A local movement pattern M T is computed for
each location tile of the trajectory T . The local movement
pattern M T (k) for location tile l[x,y]k from trajectory T
is defined as a sequence of 9 successive location tiles from
the location tile l[x,y]k
M T (k) = l[x,y]k+1 l[x,y]k+2 . . . l[x,y]k+9

(2)

where 0 ≤ k < m and m is length of the trajectory T (see
Figure 3).
Concerning the prediction accuracy and the results (see
results) it is sufficient to remember nine successive location tiles followed by the user from each tile of the trajectory T . The local movement patterns forms a knowledge
database which is used as an input for the following NLP
methods.

3.2

Next location prediction

The next location prediction methods suitable for distributed virtual walkthrough applications implemented
within this thesis have to satisfy several requirements: efficient learning, fast adaptation to new behaviour of each
individual user, high prediction accuracy and quantity,
and fast evaluation of prediction queries. Learning of
NLP methods can be stated as efficient, if the knowledge
database can be modified by adding or removing trajectories so that the prediction methods do not need to be
completely relearned. This requirement is met by both
the Markov chain based predictor [3], [15], [8] and also by
the K-state predictor [14].

3.2.1

Markov chain based predictor

The Markov chain based predictor used in this thesis as
a next location prediction method is based on definition
of Markov chain of order j. A Markov chain of order
j selects its next state depending upon j past states.
Here, the state space of the Markov chain of order j is
defined by all location tiles l[x,y] from the 2D discrete
space of location tiles. Therefore, from current location
tile l[x,y]n the Markov chain of order j can select next location tile l[x,y]n+1 based on past j location tiles l[x,y]n−j+1 ,
l[x,y]n−j+2 , . . ., l[x,y]n .
For current location tile l[x,y]n the Markov chain operates
with transition frequency counters which count an overall
number of transitions from the current location tile l[x,y]n
to the eight adjacent tiles as is described by the chain
code of eight directions (see Figure 2).
The frequency counters computed for the current location tile l[x,y]n are incremented by local movement patterns which are stored for the (j + 1)th past location tile
l[x,y]n−j . Let K is a set of local movement patterns such
that K = {M T0 (n − j), M T1 (n − j), . . . , M Tm−1 (n − j)},
where Tk (0 ≤ k < m) is the trajectory from knowledge
database from which the pattern M Tk (n − j) was taken,
m is the count of local movement patterns stored for the
location tile l[x,y]n−j , n identifies the current tile and j is
order of the Markov chain predictor (j = 8).
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k-state predictor is similar to the Markov chain based
predictor. Instead of increment frequency counters, the
2-state predictor switches between its contexts and states
as the set K of local movement patterns is traversed.

3.3
Figure 2: The blue one tile is current location
tile l[x,y]n , whereas the green tile is the (j + 1)th
past location tile l[x,y]n−j and for the red tiles the
frequencies of transition from current location tile
are counted.
The frequency counters computed for the current tile l[x,y]n
are incremented only using a subset of patterns from the
set K. Only those local movement patterns which satisfy the following condition can be used. As each local movement pattern contains nine successive directions,
first eight of these directions can be applied from (j +1)th
location tile l[x,y]n−j . If current tile l[x,y]n is reached after
applying these eight directions, the 9th direction can be
used to increase the appropriate frequency counter.
After passing through all patterns of the set K, the direction with the highest value of its frequency counter should
be selected as a prediction result. Further a confidence of
such selection is computed as the ratio between the value
of its frequency counter and the sum of frequency values
from all directions
f (dsel )
C(dsel ) = P7
i=0 f (di )

(3)

where C(dsel ) is confidence of the selected direction dsel ,
f (dsel ) is value of frequency counter of selected direction
and f (di ) is value of frequency counter of direction di
where the index i is related to the chain code of eight directions. Therefore, the confidence here is also the probability that the selected direction dsel with the highest
value of the frequency counter f (dsel ) will be followed by
a moving user. The selected direction will be returned as
a prediction result only if its confidence is greater than
90%, otherwise the prediction will be marked as not confident.
Markov chain based predictor has a disadvantage that it
cannot reflect fast to changes in habits [15] neither temporary changes (street closures because of road works,
etc.) in behaviour of individual users which can lead to
to confident but wrong prediction for long time.

3.2.2

K-state predictor

The concept of k-state predictor as a next location predictor inside a smart office building is introduced in [14].
It can be also successfully used with the trajectories projected into the 2D space of location tiles and encoded by
the chain code of eight directions. The k-state predictor is a simple finite automaton with k-states. Actually,
only a 2-state predictor is used with eight contexts where
each context represents one direction as is defined by the
chain code of eight directions. The eight directions are
used because of the tile based rendering the scene where
a user will move within a regular grid of location tiles.
The two states are a weak and a strong states. If the
2-state predictor is in strong state then the appropriate
direction is returned as prediction result, otherwise no
prediction is returned. The process of constructing the

Proposed prediction scheme

This section describes the prediction scheme which incorporates the two Markov chain based and k-state predictors to the client-server architecture of the framework.
The prediction scheme should achieve several goals:
• adaptivity to multi-resolution scene representation
(perform the prediction with different granularity)
• evaluation of prediction queries in the client-server
architecture
• ability to solve the case when no trajectory pattern
is found
The adaptivity of the prediction scheme to the multiresolution scene data representation is provided by projecting the input GPS trajectories to the 2D space of location tiles at various resolutions. Then each GPS trajectory is represented by a set S of trajectories T :
S = {T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T r }

(4)

0

where T is a trajectory obtained by projecting the input GPS trajectory t using Mercator projection to the
2D space of location tiles, T 1 is a trajectory obtained by
projecting the input GPS trajectory t to scaled 2D space
of location tiles by factor of 21 , the T R is a trajectory obtained by projecting the input GPS trajectory t to scaled
2D space of location tiles by factor of 2r and r is number
of available resolution levels.
During the scene walkthrough, a user forms the current
GPS trajectory tc . As the user moves, the trajectory tc
is continuously projected to the 2D space of location tiles
thus forming the set Sc = {Tc0 , Tc1 , . . . , Tcr }. For simplicity, consider only the current trajectory Tc without
specifying the resolution level. Given a current location
tile l[x,y]c the current local movement pattern McTc (c − j)
can be extracted from the current trajectory Tc :
McTc (c − j) = l[x,y]c−j+1 l[x,y]c−j+2 . . . l[x,y]c−j+9

(5)

where c identify current tile, j is order of the predictor, the
constant 9 is predefined local movement pattern length
and j < 9. Then input of the proposed prediction scheme
is current local movement pattern McTc (c − j) and output
is a predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 .
The described Markov chain and k-state predictors have
different adaptivity to changes in behaviour of users. Thus,
the 2-state predictor is constructed and used as a local predictor running at client devices whilst the Markov
chain based predictor is constructed and used to model
trends in behaviour of users with similar habits and it
runs at server.
When constructing these predictors, the local movement
patterns from the set K which is loaded for the location
tile l[x,y]c−j from local (2-state) or remote (Markov chain)
knowledge database are matched with the current local
movement pattern McTc (c − j). If the predefined length of
the local movement patterns is 9 locations (or directions),
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then the maximum order allowed for the next location
predictors is 8. For this value of the order, the equation 5
can be re-written as

compute priorities of currently missing data tiles at the
finest resolution level.

3.4
McTc (c − 8) = l[x,y]c−7 l[x,y]c−6 . . . l[x,y]c l[x,y]c+1

(6)

The next adjacent location tile l[x,y]c+1 to the current tile
l[x,y]c can be used as a prediction result. The frequency
counters and the states of the 2-state predictors can be
initialized only by such local movement patterns from the
set K which match the first eight locations of the current
local movement pattern.
Prediction quantity of both predictors is relatively low
because of lack of movement data for new users, users
with new behaviour or low confidence of the predicted
directions. The standard solution to this problem is prediction by partial matching and in this thesis it is further
extended with application of recursive motion function.

3.3.1

Prediction by partial matching

Prediction by partial matching (PPM) is based on shortening the length of the matched sequence of location tiles.
The length of the matched sequence of location tiles is initially determined by the order of the predictors i.e j = 8.
Both the local movement patterns from the set K and
the current local movement pattern are shortened until the predictor did not return some prediction result
or other conditions are met. Note that the set K contains still the local movement patterns loaded from the
location tile l[x,y]c−j i.e. l[x,y]c−8 and only the matched
sequence of location tiles is shortened. The disadvantage
of this approach is that the shorter the sequence of the
matched local movement patterns is, the less is the prediction accuracy. From the results, a minimal acceptable
local movement pattern length can be determined so that
the predictors have increased quantity, but still have high
prediction accuracy (see results).

3.3.2

Recursive motion function

If both the Markov chain and 2-state predictors do not
respond to a prediction query (i.e. no matching patterns
were found), the proposed prediction scheme predicts next
movement using state-of-the-art recursive motion function (RMF) [19]. Input of the RMF method is a sequence
of past GPS coordinates so that it can predict next position based on motion function determined from these past
GPS positions. The predicted GPS position is projected
using Mercator projection into the discrete 2D space of
location tiles at the finest resolution only. If the location tile determined from the projection does not differ
from the current location tile, the RMF predictor is applied again to predict more steps ahead until a difference
between current tile and the predicted tile occurs.
The RMF method has lower accuracy compared to the
next location predictors even the prediction by partial
matching is used, but it is still more accurate compared
to the linear predictors. On the other side, the RMF
method has high quantity compared to the next location
predictors. As the prediction accuracy is the most important requirement concerning the distributed virtual walkthrough applications and also the goals of this thesis, the
prediction result of the RMF method can be used only to
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Prediction scheme overview

The result of each next location predictor has three states.
These three states are confident state, not confident state
and empty state. Confident prediction can be used for
both determining download priority of missing data tiles
which are required for rendering the scene from the current user position and also for determining missing data
tiles for the future user location. Not confident prediction
result can be used only for determining the download priority of missing data tiles needed for rendering the scene
from the current user position.
The two described next location prediction methods give
a confident result only if the confidence estimation of a selected direction is higher than 90% (for the Markov chain
based predictor) or if the context of the 2-state predictor
is in strong state and the shortening by the PPM method
was not applied (see results). If the next location predictors satisfy the conditions (confidence equals to 90% for
the Markov predictor or the 2-state predictor is in strong
state) but with applied shortenings by the PPM, the prediction is marked as not confident. Otherwise empty state
is returned. Only if the empty state is returned, the RMF
method can be used for determining the download priority
of missing data tiles which are required for rendering the
scene from current user position at the finest resolution
level only. At the coarser resolution levels, the download
priority of current missing data tiles is determined from
the distance between the current user position and centers
of the missing data tiles needed for rendering the current
view.
The prediction scheme defines that first the 2-state predictor will be evaluated at the client. If the state of its
prediction result will be not confident or empty, then a
server will be asked to do the prediction. In this case,
the client additionally performs the RMF prediction and
sends its result to the server together with current local
movement pattern McTc (c − j).
The server creates the Markov chain predictor based on
the received current local movement pattern McTc (c − j).
If the prediction result is marked as confident, the server
computes download priority of all the data tiles which
are missing by the client for rendering the scene from the
current user position. As soon as all these missing data
tiles are downloaded, then the confident prediction result
will be used to determine and download the missing data
tiles which will be potentially required for rendering the
scene if the user is moving in the direction determined by
the predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 . If the prediction is not
confident, then only the download priority of missing data
tiles which are required for rendering the scene from the
current user position is computed based on the predicted
tile l[x,y]c+1 . If the prediction state is empty, then the
received result of the RMF method is used to compute the
download priority of missing data tiles which are needed
to render the scene from the current user position at the
finest resolution level only.
The prediction scheme is evaluated at particular resolution levels whenever the user passes from the current location to some adjacent location at appropriate resolution
level.
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Data transfers scheduling scheme

In this thesis, a data transfers scheduling algorithm based
on the proposed prediction scheme is proposed to achieve
effective data transfers with maximum rendering quality
during the scene exploration within the framework.
First, the rendering algorithm determines which data tiles
are missing for rendering the scene from current user position (current view). The scheduling algorithm then determines priority of download of these missing tiles based
on the predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 . As soon as all
the missing data tiles required by the current view are
downloaded, the scheduling algorithm uses the predicted
location l[x,y]c+1 to schedule download of missing data
tiles for the case the user will move in the direction determined from the current and predicted locations l[x,y]c
and l[x,y]c+1 .

4.1

Rendering requirements

The current user position can be used to determine exactly all the data tiles which are needed to render the
scene from current user position by the variation of geometry clipmaps rendering algorithm. As the user continuously moves through the scene, the scheduling algorithm
generates requests for downloading the data tiles which
are not available in cache memory, but are required for
rendering the scene from the current user position. The
scheduling algorithm generates these requests for all the
levels of the geometry clipmap pyramid starting by generating the requests for downloading the data tiles at much
coarser resolution level continuing to the finer resolutions.

4.2

View frustum

In this thesis, the view frustum culling is used solely to
increase the rendered scene frame rate, because it is expected that the scene can be viewed from the top view,
where the frustum culling has no effect as well as from
the first person view, where it can be considered when
downloading the missing data tiles. If the view frustum
culling will be incorporated into the scheduling scheme,
the data tiles which are outside the current view frustum
and are missing from local cache will not be downloaded.
The view frustum is not considered in the scheduling
scheme neither in the prediction scheme. The reason for
that is that the view frustum is likely related to the motion function based prediction. Therefore, it is not reasonable to use the view frustum for the next location prediction methods because its direction can change many times
(this is still application dependent) until a user changes
its location tile. Moreover, the information about the
view direction for the input trajectories which are used
to learn the predictors and test the scheduling method is
not available.

4.3

Application of the prediction scheme

Output of the prediction scheme is represented by the
predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 , by direction which is computed from the difference between the current location
tile l[x,y]c , and the predicted tile l[x,y]c+1 with confidence
of the prediction. This information is used to compute
download priorities of data tiles needed for rendering the
current view and to additionally prefetch all the data tiles
potentially needed for rendering the future views if a user
moves in the predicted direction.

4.3.1

Priority determination

For a fast moving user or slow network connection, it is
not possible to transfer all the required data tiles for all
levels of the clipmap in time. Even worse, some tiles required for rendering the current view will be downloaded
late, so that they are no longer needed for rendering the
current view but were downloaded. To reduce such negative impact of the network restrictions, the priority of
missing data tiles for rendering the current view can be
computed so both the data transfers efficiency and the
rendered image quality will be as high as possible. The
data transfers efficiency is defined as the ratio between
the amount of downloaded data tiles and how these data
tiles contribute to the rendered image quality. Rendered
image quality is defined as the ratio between the time
for which each data tile is needed for rendering the current view and the time for which the tile is available i.e.
present in local cache.
Therefore, the priority of missing data tiles for rendering the current view is determined using the predicted
location tile l[x,y]c+1 as follows. The difference between
the current location and the predicted location tile determines the predicted movement direction (more precisely
the predicted direction is direct result of the prediction
scheme). The predicted movement direction is used to
compute a reference location l[x,y]r which is the predicted
location translated so that is lies outside the area covered
by data tiles needed for rendering the current level of the
geometry clipmap.
The priority of the data tiles is then computed as a distance between center of the reference location tile l[x,y]r
and center of the missing data tiles. The less the distance
is, the higher is the priority. This priority determination
is done for all levels of the clipmap (i.e. for all resolutions
of the data tiles) if the predicted tile is for these levels
available. If the prediction result is not available at some
level, it cannot be decided where the used will continue
within that level. I can be for example considered that
the user will continue the current type of motion, but this
should be rarely true especially at coarser levels. Therefore, if the direction of next movement of the user at the
issued level cannot be determined, then rather than giving a higher priority to the distant tiles, the download
priority is computed as a distance between the center of
current location tile l[x,y]c and centers of the missing data
tiles. Then the smaller the distance is, the higher the
priority.

4.3.2

Data prefetching

As soon as all the data tiles which are needed for rendering the current view are downloaded for all levels of
the geometry clipmap, then the data transfers scheduling
algorithm can use the predicted location tile l[x,y]c+1 to
prefetch additional data tiles in advance. The prefetching of the data tiles can be done only if the prediction is
marked as confident.
As the current user position is used to determine the current sub-location within each level (i.e. render ring) of the
clipmap, the predicted direction is used to determine a
sub-location which is adjacent to the current sub-location
along the predicted direction. The potentially missing
data tiles can be then determined for the adjacent sublocations similarly as they are determined for the current
sub-location.
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For simplicity, consider the size of the sub-locations equals
to the size of the location tiles. Then the adjacent sublocation along the predicted direction equals to the predicted location. The size of the sub-locations is used to
determine the missing data tiles for rendering the future
view instead of the location tiles, because the sub-location
are closely related to the rendering algorithm. If the location tiles are used to determine the future missing data
tiles and size of the sub-location is significantly smaller
than the size of the location tiles, then there is a high
probability that the prefetched data tiles will not be used
for rendering.
Priority of the missing data tiles which will be probably
needed for rendering the scene from the predicted sublocation can be computed using the same principle as for
the current tiles. It means that the predicted location
tile is moved along the predicted direction so that the
reference tile l[x,y]r lies outside the area covered by data
tiles needed for rendering the current level of the clipmap
from the predicted sub-location. The priority of the data
tiles is then computed as a distance between the center
of the reference location tile l[x,y]r and the center of the
data tiles determined to be pre-fetched. The smaller the
distance is, the higher the priority.
Every data transfers scheduling algorithm including also
the one proposed in this thesis always depends on the
data representation and the rendering algorithm. The
scheduling algorithm proposed here exploits the proposed
location-aware prediction scheme to control download of
data tiles. The goal of the scheduling algorithm is to
use the predicted direction from the prediction scheme
to keep both the data transfers efficiency and rendered
image quality as high as possible. The prediction result
determines download priority of missing data tiles for rendering the current view and also to prefetch data tiles in
advance.

5.

Results

Several experiments concern the evaluation of the prediction accuracy and quantity of the proposed prediction
scheme, and evaluation of the location-aware data transfers scheduling algorithm. The experiment are set so that
various network restrictions are simulated and the rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency are evaluated for each experiment.
The purpose of the experiments is to prove that the proposed scheduling algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art
recursive motion prediction method for data transfers
scheduling in distributed virtual walkthrough applications.
The parameters which are measured are the prediction accuracy and quantity of the proposed prediction scheme,
and the effect of the prediction scheme to the rendered
image quality and data transfers efficiency during walkthrough the scene.
Therefore, the following experiments with the proposed
scheduling algorithm are performed:
• Slow moving user, high bandwidth and high latency
to prove the scheduling algorithm is efficient on fast
networks, but with high latency.
• Fast moving user, high bandwidth and high latency
to prove the scheduling algorithm is working as ex-
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pected if large amount of data cannot be downloaded in time for rendering.
• Fast moving user, low bandwidth and zero latency
to prove the scheduling algorithm is efficient also on
slow networks with zero latency just to see the low
bandwidth is handled by the scheduling algorithm
also efficiency and outperforms the state-of-the-art
scheduling scheme based on the recursive motion
function method.

5.1

Input trajectories dataset

Input trajectories are obtained from the well known Open
street map project. These GPS trajectories are projected
using a Mercator projection into a 2D space of location
tiles at various resolutions. Thus, each GPS trajectory
can be encoded by a sequences of location tiles. Further
local movement patterns are determined for each tile from
each trajectory (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Three local movement patterns M T (k),
M T (k + 1) and M T (k + 2) with predefined length of
9 are computed for the green location tiles.

5.2

Prediction accuracy and quantity

The length of the local movement patterns is set to 9
location tiles (9 movement directions) which are followed
(applied) from the (j +1)th location tile l[x,y]c−j along the
trajectory. For this length of the stored local movement
patterns, the highest order jmax of the two defined next
location predictors is jmax = 8, because the last location
tile (movement direction) is reserved for constructing (frequency counters and context switching) the predictors.
The experiments over the input trajectories show that
the selected length of the local movement patterns is sufficient, because when the length of a local movement pattern is shortened to 7 location tiles (or directions), the
accuracy is decreased only negligibly and the quantity is
slightly higher for both predictors (see Figure 4. and Figure 5.).
The quantity and accuracy in Figure 4 account only confident predictions. The significant quantity drops off for the
shortest lengths of local movement patterns (shorter than
3 locations) is caused by increased amount of not confident predictions. The confidence threshold which was set
to 90% and the low ”selectivity” of short local movement
patterns are the reasons of the quantity drops off.
Accuracy and quantity were evaluated also for the 2-state
predictor (see Figure 5) which is constructed from all local
movement patterns gathered over all input trajectories.
As can be seen from the results, the 2-state predictor has
very low accuracy and increased quantity for the shortest
lengths of the local movement patterns. Compared to
the Markov chain based predictor, there is no drop off
in prediction quantity for the shortest local movement
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for all possible shortenings of the matched sequence of
location tiles between current local movement pattern and
the local movement patterns from the set K defined for
location tile l[x,y]c−j , and for all five resolutions of the
location tiles.

Figure 4: Comparison of accuracy and quantity of
Markov chain based predictor for different lengths
of local movement patterns and different resolution levels of the location tiles.

Figure 6: Comparison of accuracy and quantity of
Markov chain based predictor for different lengths
of the matched sequence of location tiles, and for
different resolution levels of the location tiles.

Figure 5: Comparison of accuracy and quantity
of 2-state predictor for different lengths of local
movement patterns and different resolution levels
of the location tiles.
patterns. It is because the 2-state predictor misses the
confidence estimation method which is used in the Markov
chain based predictor. If the 2-state predictor has more
states, then the quantity for the shortest patterns will be
lower and the accuracy will be higher.
Based on this observation about the confidence, it can be
said that the weaker the confidence estimation method is
(e.g. the confidence threshold), the lower the accuracy.
In practice, the 2-state predictor can temporarily have
low prediction quantity compared to the Markov chain
based predictor especially for the new users or for users
with changed behaviour.
As the accuracy is the most important parameter concerning the goals of this thesis, the length of the local
movement pattern used through the next experiments is
set to 7 locations. From the results, the accuracy of both
the K-state predictor and Markov chain based predictor
is higher than 95% for the first four resolutions of the location tiles and higher than 90% for the last resolution
even though the length of the local movement pattern is
set to 7 locations.

Figure 7: Comparison of accuracy and quantity
of 2-state predictor for different lengths of the
matched sequence of location tiles, and for different resolution levels of the location tiles.
Initial length of the matched sequence of locations is 8
directions for local movement patterns with length of 9
locations. The results show, that the higher the length of
the shortening is, the lower the accuracy is but the higher
the quantity of prediction is. Based on the results the similar increase in quantity is reached if the local movement
patterns are shortened from 9 location tiles to 7 location
tiles, or if the shortening length of the PPM is 2 locations
for both predictors.
As the length of local movement patterns was set to 7
locations, then if the shortening by the PPM method was
applied to return non-empty prediction, then the prediction will be marked as not confident. Such prediction result will be used to compute only priorities of data missing
tiles which are needed for rendering the current view.

5.2.2
5.2.1

Prediction by partial matching

The proposed prediction scheme uses also prediction by
partial matching for both Markov chain based and K-state
predictors. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show effect of the PPM
to accuracy and quantity of the next location predictors

Recursive motion function and linear prediction

The recursive motion function algorithm uses six past
GPS locations to create the predictor. It can be created
only for the finest resolution of the location tiles, because
of the character of this method.
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The prediction accuracy of the recursive motion function
is 55% and its quantity is 97%. Prediction accuracy of
simple linear predictor is 39% and its quantity is 99%.
It can be seen from the results, that even the prediction
by partial matching uses the longest shortening of the
matched sequence of location tiles, its prediction accuracy
is still higher compared to the results of the recursive
motion function. Therefore, the RMF method is used
only if the next location predictors did not return any
prediction results at all (no trajectory pattern is found).

5.3

Scheduling scheme evaluation

The goal of the proposed scheduling scheme is to keep
both rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency
as high as possible during walkthrough the described virtual environment.

5.3.1
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Settings of the rendered scene

The scene is rendered using the described rendering algorithm (see Figure 8). The geometry clipmap has five levels (i.e. five resolutions of elevation and texture data tiles
are required for rendering the scene) and renders also the
cartographic layer (buildings). Each level is rendered using 16 × 16 array of sub-location, where each sub-location
covers an area of 13 × 13 elevation points. Therefore, each
level covers an area of 208 × 208 elevation points with texture mapped onto it with the size of 1536 × 1536 pixels.
The size of each texture tile is 256 × 256 pixels, which
covers an area of 32 × 32 elevation points, each terrain
tile covers an area of 256 × 256 elevation points and single
cartographic tile is defined for each terrain tile. Based on
the covered area by each level of the clipmap at most an
array of 6 × 6 texture tiles, array of 2 × 2 terrain tiles
and cartographic data tiles will be needed to render each
level.

The amount of time for which each data tile is rendered
and the amount of time for which each data tile is available when it is needed for rendering are measured. These
times are measured only for the texture tiles as they are
the smallest piece of data which is needed for rendering
the scene i.e. the scene cannot be rendered without textures. Moreover, the texture tiles data set is more than
one order of magnitude larger than the elevation and cartographic data sets.
The rendered image quality is then defined as the ratio
between the time the texture tiles are available for rendering and the time the texture tiles are needed for rendering. The data transfers efficiency is defined as the ratio between the amount of downloaded texture tiles and
how these texture tiles contribute to the rendered image
quality. The quality and efficiency are evaluated over all
texture tiles within each level of the clipmap separately.
Several experiments were proposed to measure the impact
of the location-aware data transfers scheduling scheme to
the rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency.
In these experiments, the parameters which are changed
are motion speed of user, network latency and connection
bandwidth.

Figure 8: Streamed and rendered scene in wireframe mode with the five levels where each level
is rendered using an array of 16 × 16 sub-locations.

5.3.2

Slow moving user, high bandwidth and high latency

In the first experiment (see Figure 9), the rendered image
quality and data transfers efficiency are measured for motion speed which was set to 60km/h, network bandwidth
to 2000kbps and latency to 100ms.

In the experiments, the results of the proposed scheduling
scheme are compared against a scheduling scheme based
on the RMF prediction only and against a scheduling
scheme which has 100% accuracy and quantity of the prediction. The 100% accurate predictor is represented by
2-state predictor learned from current trajectory so that
it returns always confident prediction for each prediction
query.
The experiments are performed on local area network
with network latency and bandwidth emulated at linux
server using ”tc” command with ”netem” kernel component. The experiments are performed over trajectories
from first bundle of input GPS trajectories which are not
used to learn the predictors and the results are averaged.
In the experiments, it is expected from relatively recent
measurements of 3G mobile data networks [18] that average bandwidth of current 3G networks varies from approx.
1000kbps to 3000kbps and latency from approx. 50ms to
100ms depending on many conditions.

Figure 9: Comparison of rendered image quality
and data transfer efficiency between the proposed
(2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme, the RMF(NOP)
scheme and the 2SP(100%) scheme for slowly
moving user, high bandwidth and higher network
latency.
The (2SP+MCH+RMF) is the declaration of the proposed scheduling scheme, the RMF (NOP) stands for the
recursive motion function used only for the finest resolution level and no prediction (NOP) for the coarser resolu-
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tions, where the priority of missing data tiles for rendering
the current view is determined from the distance between
the current user position and the centers of the missing
data tiles. The less the distance is, the higher the priority
is. The 2SP(100%) stands for the 2-state predictor which
has 100% accuracy and 100% quantity of prediction.
As the user is moving slowly and the bandwidth is high,
all the data tiles for all levels of the clipmap can be
downloaded so that the prefetching can download some
data tiles in advance. The rendered image quality and
data transfers efficiency is high for the three last levels
for all three scheduling schemes. The quality of both
(2SP+MCH+RMF) and the 2SP(100%) schemes is twice
higher compared to the RMF(NOP) scheme.
The efficiency of all three schemes is similar over all the
resolution levels. The efficiency of the RMF(NOP) is also
high, because there is no data tiles prefetched in advance
and the speed is sufficiently high so the requested tiles for
rendering the current view are downloaded relatively fast.
The efficiency of the RMF(NOP) scheduling scheme is
slightly higher for the first level compared to the second
level, because the downloaded data tiles for the first level
are more utilized during rendering.
The effect of the RMF on computation of download priority of tiles at the first resolution level is evaluated as
well. Instead of using the RMF for the first resolution
level, the priority of the data tiles is computed using the
distance from the current user position and the centers of
the missing data tiles. The rendered image quality drops
down from the 18.2% to 3% and the data transfer efficiency drops down from 84% to only 23.4%. From this
result, even the accuracy of the RMF is not as high as
the accuracy of the next location prediction methods, it
is still very useful for determining the download priority
of the missing data tiles.

5.3.3

Figure 10: Comparison of the rendered image quality and data transfer efficiency between
the proposed (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme, the
RMF(NOP) scheme and the 2SP(100%) scheme
for fast moving user, high bandwidth and higher
latency.
results, it can be said that the proposed (2SP+MCH+
+RMF) scheme keeps both the rendered image quality
and data transfers efficiency high considering the rendering algorithm and the rendered data.

5.3.4

Fast moving user, low bandwidth and zero latency

For the last experiment, the motion of user is set again to
130km/h, but with low bandwidth and zero latency. This
experiment shows the effect to quality and efficiency of
the proposed (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheduling scheme at
low bandwidth networks and for fast moving users (see
Figure 11).

Fast moving user, high bandwidth and high latency

In the second experiment the motion speed is set to
130km/h which simulates a fast moving user on a highway.
The results show (see Figure 10) that no data prefetching is applied here, because the complete set of data tiles
over all levels of the clipmap was not downloaded during
rendering.
Here, the 2SP(100%) scheme has almost twice a higher
quality compared to both (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme for
the second resolution level and is higher over all the resolution levels.
The rendered image quality of the
RMF(NOP) is very low for the second and third levels.
The efficiency of the (2SP+MCH+RMF) is significantly
better compared to the RMF (NOP) scheme for the second resolution level. The efficiency of the RMF(NOP)
scheme is very low for the second level because considering the quality of the RMF(NOP) scheme at the second
level, the data tiles which were downloaded are not used
for rendering. The reason that they are not used is that
they are downloaded too late and are no more needed for
rendering.
The efficiency of the (2SP+MCH+RMF) and the
2SP(100%) is similar over all resolution levels. From this

Figure 11: Comparison of the rendered image quality and data transfer efficiency between
the proposed (2SP+MCH+RMF) scheme, the
RMF(NOP) scheme and the 2SP(100%) scheme
for fast moving user, low bandwidth and zero latency.
The results show that the 2SP(100%) scheme outperforms
both the proposed (2SP+MCH +RMF) and the RMF
(NOP) scheme. The quality of the proposed (2SP+MCH+
+RMF) scheme is much higher compared to the
RMF(NOP) scheme at the second resolution level. The
quality of all the three schemes is similar over the last
three levels, because the bandwidth is sufficient to download the data tiles fast so the download priority plays a
less important role in this case.
The data transfers efficiency of the (2SP+MCH+RMF)
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and the 2SP(100%) is much higher compared to the RMF
(NOP) scheme for the second level. But the efficiency of
the RMF(NOP) scheme is much better compared to the
previous experiment. It is because the network delay is
set to zero in this experiment. It has the consequences
that the data tiles which started to be downloaded will be
downloaded sooner compared to the second experiment.
Therefore, they will be used for rendering for a longer
time.
The terrain rendering algorithm is not tested within this
thesis as the rendering performance of the proposed algorithm is not the main point of interests of this thesis.
Anyway, it renders the scene at interactive frame-rates
even on the iPad2 device. This allows the streaming and
rendering framework to run on today’s mobile devices.
Please, see the attachment of this thesis for the screenshots from the iPad device.

5.3.5

Summary of the scheduling scheme results

The results from the three experiments performed show
that the proposed data transfers scheduling scheme corresponds to the expected results. It means the scheduling algorithm keeps both the data transfers efficiency and
rendered image quality as high as possible. The results
also show that the proposed scheduling algorithm significantly outperforms the scheduling scheme based on the
state-of-the-art recursive motion function in all experiments. Compared to the ideal scheduling scheme, the
proposed scheduling algorithm has very similar efficiency,
but the ideal scheme outperforms the proposed algorithm
in quality in some cases.
The contributions of the proposed scheduling algorithm
which is based on the proposed prediction scheme are the
following. First the increased quality is advantageous for
users, because the scene is rendered in higher detail and
second the efficiency of the data transfers allows to render
the scene in higher detail with less transferred data which
can be beneficial in case of pre-paid data limits.

6.

Conclusions and further work

The goal of this thesis was to propose and experimentally
evaluate the new location-aware data transfers scheduling
algorithm which utilizes the proposed prediction scheme
to increase both the rendered image quality and data
transfers efficiency within the pre-defined multi-resolution
client-server environment.
Nowadays, thanks to the sharp increase of popularity
of mobile and embedded devices, the distributed virtual
walkthrough applications receives an increased degree of
interest. As the mobile data connections still suffer from
significant network restrictions, the data transfers scheduling algorithms are the most important part of the distributed virtual walkthrough applications. As the mobile
device can represent an individual behaviour of its user,
the data transfers scheduling can exploit of such feature.
Consequently, the main contribution of this thesis is the
proposed complex prediction scheme which exploits the
knowledge of individual behaviour of given user or behaviour of groups of users with the same habits to increase
the rendered image quality and data transfers efficiency.
The proposed prediction scheme uses the combination of
the Markov chain based predictor and the 2-state pre-
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dictor as the next location predictors in the client server
environment. The predictors are trained from real trajectories using local movement patterns. The local movement patterns are applied so that only the last location
tile is used to construct the predictors. The local movement patterns can be used so that e.g. last two location
tiles can be applied. In this case, the conditional probability of moving a user to location tiles which are adjacent
to the first predicted tile can be computed. As the goals
of this thesis is to keep the rendered image quality and
data transfers efficiency high, the conditional probability
is not computed, because it is not reasonable to perform
the prediction more steps ahead with these requirements.
The experimental evaluation of the proposed locationaware data transfers scheduling algorithm outperforms
the state-of-the-art scheduling scheme which is based on
the recursive motion function. The data transfers efficiency of the proposed algorithm is very similar to the
scheduling scheme which is based on the ideal predictor.
Compared to the state-of-the-art scheduling method, the
efficiency of the proposed method is about 60% bigger
for the second resolution level for the fast moving user
and high latency networks. The image quality of the
proposed method is approximately two times bigger than
the quality of the state-of-the-art method with the same
setup, but it is also two times lower compared to the
ideal prediction scheme. If the network restrictions are
relatively negligible and the user is moving slow, the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art approach
two times in quality. For low bandwidth networks, the
increase of quality of the proposed method over the stateof-the-art method is 10% and the data transfer efficiency
increases about 33%.
The significant increase of the efficiency and quality of
the proposed method over the state-of-the-art method is
advantageous, because the scene can be rendered in higher
detail whereas the amount of transferred data is smaller
compared to the state-of-the-art scheduling scheme. It
can be beneficial in the case of pre-paid limits on data
connections.
The advantages of the proposed scheduling scheme which
exploits the next location prediction methods is that it is
adaptive to behaviour of individual users. The disadvantage is that the next location predictors depend on the
knowledge database which needs to be kept up to date.
Especially the Markov chain based predictor evaluated at
server needs GPS trajectories collected by all users of the
system. This can be potentially problematic as the users
of the system have to be asked to agree with that. On the
other hand, the trajectories at the server can be stored as
anonymous records.
Further research can be focused on exploitation of the
temporal information within the prediction scheme. It
can further increase the prediction accuracy which, in effect leads to the better data transfers scheduling. Another area which should receive a high degree of attention
is how the predicted locations can be used to solve cache
invalidation in devices with limited storage space.
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